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We write this editorial as a cancer survivor (CLB), an oncologist
(CLB), and two cancer health services researchers (CLB, JB) in
deference to many experts who have formally investigated
psychometrics and quality of life (QOL) outcomes among cancer
patients who receive erythropoiesis-stimulating agents (ESAs).
In this editorial, we report the route by which we have evaluated
and continue to consider trade-offs among ESA-treated cancer
patients between increased mortality rates, thromboembolic events,
transfusions due to chemotherapy-associated anaemia, and QOL.
In this journey, we travel behind Brian Leyland-Jones, an
oncologist and clinical trialist, who just reported his own personal
journey investigating ESAs (Leyland-Jones, 2013).

As noted by Leyland-Jones, these journeys began at the end of
the 1980s. The oncology world was excited and hopeful that ESAs
would markedly improve survival rates of cancer patients under-
going chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy. He reported that the
thought process was all too obvious. Basic science manuscripts and
scientific presentations pictured partial oxygen pressure histograms
showing that oxygenation levels differed between normal tissues
and cancerous tissues. Pre-clinical studies of cancer cell lines
reported that erythropoietin (EPO) enhanced cytotoxicity,
enhanced anti-tumour immune responses, and improved radio-
sensitivity (Leyland-Jones, 2013). Basic science studies identified
improved blood flow oxygenation to cancer cells, differential effects
on haematopoietic and non-haematopoietic malignant cells,
prominent anti-tumour effects when mice bearing human ovarian
cancer cells were exposed to EPO and cisplatin, and anti-tumour
effects on human medulloblastoma cell lines (Silver and Piver,
1999). In the clinical area, Glaser et al (2001) reported that
EPO—induction of higher epoetin—levels improved the prognosis
of persons with head and neck cancer who were undergoing
preoperative chemoradiotherapy. A pivotal clinical trial by

Littlewood et al (2001) showed a 25% improvement in 1-year
survival and a 6-month overall survival benefit with epoetin vs
placebo among persons with head and neck cancer who received
non-platinum chemotherapy.

However, beginning in 2001, this simple story became far more
complex and even negative. Preclinical studies from basic scientists
primarily in the United States identified erythropoietin receptors
(EpoRs) on cancer cell lines, EPO-induced activation of important
cancer pathways often mediated via EpoRs, and ultimately induce
cell proliferation, resistance to chemotherapy and radiation
therapy, and cancer cell growth (Bennett et al, 2010). Worrisome
results of clinical studies followed. Concerning preclinical research
studies continued to be reported—and these findings continue to
be reported. To date, none of these worrisome preclinical research
findings have been replicated by scientists employed by manu-
facturers of ESAs—instilling controversy into whether preclinical
research studies are in fact replicable (Begley and Ellis, 2012).

Michael Henke and Brian Leyland-Jones opened the eyes of the
clinical oncology world to concerns of increased mortality rates
with ESA administration to patients with head and neck cancer
undergoing radiation therapy or patients with metastatic breast
cancer undergoing first-line chemotherapy, respectively (Henke
et al, 2003; Leyland-Jones and BEST Investigators and Study
Group, 2003). Leyland-Jones and Henke each expressed surprise
when initial findings of their studies became apparent to them as
clinical researchers. The optimism expressed by the acronyms of
their studies, BEST and ENHANCE, had changed to pessimism.
In 2008, this pessimism grew even more as Bennett et al reported
1.10-fold increased risks of mortality among cancer patients who
received ESAs vs placebo on control (in collaboration with a large
network of clinicians and methodologists) (Bennett et al, 2008)
Subsequently, as noted by Bohlius et al earlier in this Volume of
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the British Journal of Cancer, three subsequently published meta-
analyses reported by researchers who were not funded by the
pharmaceutical industry identified increased risks for either on
study mortality or overall survival (Bohlius et al, 2014). In contrast,
none of seven meta-analyses reported since 2008 by researchers
with funding from ESA manufacturers have identified these
mortality risks. This distinction between results from researchers
with vs without funding from ESA manufacturers in the setting of
mortality mirrors the 2010 report of Bennett et al of differences in
preclinical research findings on EpoRs by academic researchers vs
manufacturer-employed scientists (Bennett et al, 2010).

Another clinical concern soon appeared. In 2006, Bohlius et al
reported a meta-analysis identifying a 1.57-fold increased throm-
boembolic risks with ESA administration to cancer patients
undergoing chemotherapy (Bohlis et al, 2006). These findings
were replicated in numerous meta-analyses, including the one by
Bennett et al in 2008.

The history of ESAs and their effects on QOL followed similar
trajectories. In the early days of EPO administration to cancer
patients, organisations like the ORTHO BIOTECH-sponsored
fatigue coalition highlighted the debilitating effects of fatigue
(Vogelzang et al, 1997). Oncologists and patients flocked to ESA
administration. Outside of many large hospitals in the United
States, a large bus was parked and clinicians could experience first-
hand the effects of fatigue and the rapid ‘quality of life benefits’ of
‘correction of anemia’ (John, 2007). Observational databases
reinforced the positive QOL benefits of ESAs and increased
haemoglobin levels (Bohlius et al, 2014).

As with preclinical research studies on EpoRs and clinical trials
evaluating survival and mortality, enthusiasm for QOL benefits hit
roadblocks. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-employed
statisticians reported at the 2008 Oncology Drug Advisory
Committee that QOL measures used in clinical trials were not
valid when reviewed according to proposed guidelines from the
FDA. ESA manufacturers were required to remove from FDA-
approved product labels all statements related to potential QOL
benefits with ESAs in the cancer setting. The controversy of QOL
and ESAs continues alongside those outlined for preclinical
findings and mortality findings. The American Society of Clinical
Oncology, the American Society of Hematology, and the FDA
explicitly do not support the use of ESAs to improve QOL as they
consider the data supporting this recommendation as inconclusive.
In contrast, as noted by Bohlius et al, the European Organization
for the Research and Treatment of Cancer and the European
Society of Medical Oncology do support ESA administration to
improve QOL in cancer patients (Bohlius et al, 2014).

Bohlius et al report earlier in this Volume of the British Journal
of Cancer that QOL controversies related to ESA administration
in the cancer setting continue. Prior meta-analyses identified
reductions in fatigue-related symptoms in cancer patients, whereas
others had not. These meta-analyses had limitations such as being
restricted to published literature and may be affected by biases
resulting from either publication or outcome reporting. The
currently reported meta-analysis of 37 randomised controlled
trials with 10 581 patients includes 21 randomised controlled trials
that were placebo controlled. QOL was the primary endpoint in 11
studies and a secondary end-point in 25 studies. Most studies
administered ESAs for 9–16 weeks. All but three studies were
funded by the pharmaceutical industry. Overall, the analysis found
that ESAs provided a small but clinically important improvement
in anaemia-related symptoms. Of note, the median baseline
haemoglobin was 10.1 g dl� 1 and during treatment, ESA-treated
patients had a median haemoglobin level that was about 2 g dl� 1

greater than the placebo/control patients. For fatigue-related
symptoms, the overall effect did not reach the threshold for a
clinically important difference. The authors rightfully caution that
harmful effects of ESAs should be balanced against potential

benefits and that whether ESAs are safe for cancer patients
undergoing chemotherapy continue to be viewed as a matter of
debate (Bohlius et al, 2014).

Where are we now with this journey? While ESAs have been
among the most widely prescribed agents in oncology, it has been a
bumpy ride. What seemed so simple—a drug with support of basic
science studies suggesting that its use might cure cancers,
observational studies correlated serum haemoglobin levels with
QOL and even overall survival, and clinical trials suggested that
ESAs might also directly improve survival from cancer—is now far
more complex. As an oncologist, a cancer survivor, and health
services researcher, we have travelled different paths yet have arrived
at a similar address as Brian Leyland-Jones—ESAs are powerful
pharmacologic tools and should be treated with great respect. A
related lesson that we have recently reported is that clinical
initiatives that appear to be simple and highly beneficial—such as
adding a clinical reminder for cancer screening to an electronic
medical record—are likely to be far more complex. With the
electronic reminder, formal empirical analysis identified a surprising
and unexpected result—the reminders appeared to lower (not raise)
colorectal cancer screening rates among high-risk patients (Bian
et al, 2012). Future studies are needed to carefully assess the impact
of what appears to be simple efforts—raise the serum haemoglobin
level or remind a physician to perform a cancer screening test. These
studies should not be funded by the pharmaceutical industry or
others who have financial interest in the outcomes. For ESAs, these
may be the only ways to ferret out ESA effects on EpoRs, quality
of life, thrombosis, and ultimately survival, but these studies are
unlikely to be completed in the near future.
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